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Legislature’s Tax Hikes Are Not Sensible
Tax Proposal Heads Us In The Wrong Direction

Wakefield, MA: Massachusetts Fiscal Alliance made the following statement today regarding
the tax hike proposal by Legislative leaders that would increase the gasoline tax by three cents
and increases the taxes on smokers.

The cigarette tax increase to $3.51 per 20 pack would move Massachusetts from 9th highest in
the nation, to the 2nd highest, only behind New York.

The gas tax hike would move Massachusetts from having the 29th highest gas tax in the country,
to the 24th highest. While the gas tax hike is not large, Massachusetts continues to score low
marks for the overall cost of doing business. According to CNBC’s 2012 rankings,
Massachusetts ranks 49th in the country for cost of doing business and 41st in the country for cost
of living. In addition, neighboring New Hampshire’s gas tax stands at 18 cents, while this
proposed tax would put Massachusetts at 24 cents, only growing the gap farther from our
neighboring competitor.

"Massachusetts is the 2nd most expensive state, only behind Hawaii, for the cost of doing
business in the country. We rank as the 9th most expensive state for the cost of living.
Legislative leaders need to rethink their plan and realize that increasing the gasoline tax
will only further hurt our economic standing," stated Paul D. Craney, Executive Director of
Massachusetts Fiscal Alliance.

"While the proposed gasoline tax hike may not be very large, it needs to be judged in
context of our state’s overall economy and how it makes us less competitive with
neighboring New Hampshire and the rest of the country. Our state leaders need to
understand that we don’t need more revenue, we need to reform our state government,”
concluded Craney.
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